MAGICAL MALABRIGO SCARF
BY CHRISTINE LONG DERKS, THE TREASUREGODDESS
Needle:
Needle: Size 11 US (8 metric) straight or
circular needles or a size you need.
Yarn: Worsted by Malabrigo 1.5 skeins or
other soft merino worsted yarn approx.
300-320 yards
(100 g skein has 210 yards/192 meters)
Blue scarf was Malabrigo in Emerald Blue
colorway, Orange was Mooncake Yarn in
colorway Tranquility.
Gauge: approx. 3.5 stitches/inch in garter
stitch. Gauge is not too important for this
project, just work with a needle that gives
you a nice fabric.
Finished Size:
approx. 6.5” wide by 64” long, depending
on blocking
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Yarn Over
Knit 2 Together

Kettle dyed and hand painted yarns get lost in most lacy patterns. This MAGICAL lacy pattern has two
entirely different looks when lightly blocked or not blocked at all. What a great way to show off the colors of
your yarn while wrapping yourself in soft merino wool! Pattern looks complicated, but is easy-peasy!
Cast on 26 stitches LOOSELY (use larger needle if necessary).
Knit every stitch for 6 rows (3 garter stitch ridges).
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MAGICAL ROW:
Knit 3 stitches, *(Yarn Over, Knit 2 Together, Knit 1), repeat from * across to last 5 stitches,
end row with YO, K 2 Together, Knit 3.
Repeat Magical Row until scarf is about 1 inch less than desired length.
Knit every stitch for 6 rows (3 garter stitch ridges).
Bind off LOOSELY (use larger needle if necessary).
Weave in ends. For a very lacy look, block into larger shape. For a more textured and dense look, lightly
block into shape and let dry flat.
***To make scarf wider or thinner, either add or decrease cast on number by multiples of 3 stitches***
(for example, cast on 20 or 23 stitches for skinnier scarf)
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